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IP header compression schemes offer a valuable 
measure for bandwidth preservation. Such schemes have 
been practically implemented in infrastructure-based IP 
networks for point-to-point links. However, minimal 
research and practical implementation efforts have been 
conducted in the direction of an IP header compression 
strategy that can meet the peculiar requirements of multi-
hop ad hoc wireless networks. In this paper, we present a 
practically implemented multi-hop IP header compression 
scheme using the Robust Header Compression (ROHC) 
protocol suite. The scheme runs on a novel identifier (ID) 
based networking architecture, known as an ID-based ad 
hoc network (IDHOCNET). IDHOCNET additionally 
solves a number of bottlenecks of pure IP-based ad hoc 
networks that have emerged owing to IP address auto-
configuration service, distributed naming and name 
resolution, and the role of an IP address as an identifier at 
the application layer. The proposed scheme was tested on 
a multi-hop test bed. The results show that the 
implemented scheme has better gain and requires only  
O (1) ROHC contexts. 
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I. Introduction 

Bandwidth preservation is an extremely important 
consideration in wireless networks. The use of an IP header 
compression scheme is one of the measures for saving 
bandwidth by compressing the IP, real-time transport protocol 
(RTP), and user datagram protocol (UDP) headers before 
transmission, and decompressing them after reception. Some 
of the key benefits of applying a header compression scheme 
include a reduction in bandwidth usage through which more 
users can be accommodated, a reduction in packet loss owing 
to a smaller packet size, and an improvement in the interactive 
response time.  

Previous compression schemes such as Van Jacobson header 
compression (RFC 1144) [1], IP header compression (RFC 
2507) [2], and the compressed real-time protocol (RFC2508) 
[3] do not provide a robust performance in handling high 
packet losses, high bit error rates, and the long round trip time   
associated with wireless environments. To mitigate the 
environmental constraints of wireless communication and 
ensure a robust performance under such conditions, the Robust 
Header Compression (ROHC) scheme (ROHC ver1 
(RFC3095[4] and ROHC ver2 (RFC 5225) [5] was developed.  

ROHC was adopted by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP) and 3rd Generation Partnership Project2 (3GPP2) for 
bandwidth preservation in the latest wireless technologies. The 
recommendations of 3GPP that include the use of ROHC are  
the General Packet Radio Service, Wideband Code Division 
Multiple Access, High Speed Packet Access, IP-based 
Multimedia System, and Long Term Evolution. 3GPP2 
recommends the use of ROHC in CDMA 2000 (1xEV-DO). 
Moreover, ROHC is also implemented in satellite modems for 
efficient bandwidth utilization through IP header compression. 
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Fig. 1. Point-to-point header compressed flow. 
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The ROHC protocol compresses the protocol headers of the 

TCP/IP protocol suite and does not perform any compression 
on the payload. The ROHC algorithm is based on the 
Windows-based Least Significant Bit encoding scheme. The 
protocol utilizes the redundant information contained in various 
headers such as the source IP and destination IP addresses in 
the IP header, and the port number in the UDP header. As per 
the design, ROHC works on a single transceiver pair or a 
single hop between nodes, as shown in Fig. 1. For compression 
to take place, packets must be classified in a stream or flow. A 
flow or stream of packets is generated when communication 
occurs between two network nodes. Each node has two flows, 
one for outgoing packets and one for incoming packets.    
The ROHC system includes a compressor at one node for the 
compression of a packet stream, and a decompressor at the 
receiving node for restoring the compressed packet stream.  
The channel in which the compressed information flows is 
known as an ROHC channel. The ROHC compressor and 
decompressor store bits of information, known as contexts, to 
perform their specific operations. For a one-way flow, there are 
two contexts, one at the compressor and the other at the 
decompressor. Therefore, there are four contexts for a complete 
header compressed flow between two nodes.  

There are three modes of operation defined in the ROHC 
specifications: uni-directional mode (U-mode), bi-directional 
mode (O-mode), and bi-directional reliable mode (R-mode). 
Both O-mode and R-mode require feedback control packets 
from the decompressor working at the remote end, whereas the 
U-mode does not require feedback for its operation. The 
compression gain of ROHC is better than its counter parts and 
achieves a header reduction of up to 1 byte in an optimistic 
mode operation. Comprehensive operational and technical 
details of ROHC are available in [6].  

In view of the foregoing discussion, it is important to stress 
that all IP header compression schemes including ROHC   
are proposed and implemented on the premise of a single 
transceiver pair or single hop between nodes. Moreover, there 
are a number of issues inherent to IP-based ad hoc networking, 
and such issues become manifold when ad hoc networks are 
realized on an IP-based model. These issues include a dual role 
of the IP address as an identifier and locator, and IP address 
auto configuration, which causes rapid IP address variations.  
Moreover, when the added feature of the header compression is 

required in an IP-based ad hoc network, the functioning of the 
network becomes troublesome.  

To resolve such problems inherent to ad hoc networking, we 
have proposed and implemented practically a novel ID-based 
framework, known as an ID-based ad hoc network 
(IDHOCNET) [7], [8]. IDHOCNET uses an alternative frame 
format for building the identity layer. The size of the identity 
layer does not exceed the size of the original 802.11 MAC layer, 
and therefore the scheme provides an excellent compression 
ratio for the left over bytes of the IP packet. The framework 
provides flexibility for using globally unique identifiers such as 
MAC addresses, the International Mobile Subscriber Identity 
(IMSI), and the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI). 
The framework supports and implements a novel network 
application class of ID-based applications. In this paper, we 
restrict the discussion to IP-based applications and elucidate how 
the architecture supports ROHC in a multi-hop scenario.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
elaborates on the issues of ad hoc networks, which are 
hindrances for header compression support in an ad hoc wireless 
environment, wherein three aspects have been dedicated to 
elucidate a number of related issues. Section III provides details 
of the components of IDHOCNET that provide header 
compression support. Section IV describes the communication 
setup process flow. Section V provides the details of a scenario 
for compressing a streaming IP-based service such as VoIP in 
IDHOCNET. Section VI provides details of the experiments and 
results using a multi-hop test bed. Finally, Section VII provides 
some concluding remarks regarding this research.  

II. Issues of IP-Based Ad Hoc Networks for Header 
Compression Support  

There are number of bottlenecks in supporting an efficient 
header compression scheme in the present IP-centric ad hoc 
networks. In this section, these issues are highlighted in three 
broad areas. IDHOCNET is proposed for a resolution of the 
problems present in an IP-centric ad hoc network design.  

1. IP Address Auto-Configuration 

IP address auto-configuration is a challenging problem in  
ad hoc networks. Auto-configuration protocols are used for 
ensuring a unique IP address for every network node. 
Moreover, various heuristics involved in the auto configuration 
protocols add complexity and network overhead. There are a 
number of protocols that have been proposed over the years [9], 
[10]. It is important to mention that an auto-configuration 
protocol causes a variation in IP addresses over the life cycle of 
a node, and as a result, IP addresses cannot be relied upon as 
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Fig. 2. Partitioning and merging in ad hoc networks. 
 

the sole identifier of a peer. To elaborate on this phenomenon, 
Fig. 2 shows two separate networks in which unique IP 
addresses are settled through an IP address auto-configuration 
service. In this case, if these two networks are merged, the 
auto-configuration service will play its part in ensuring unique 
IP addresses of all nodes. If a conflict occurs, there will be a 
change in the IP addresses of the affected nodes. 

IP address variations are a significant phenomenon in large-
scale networks. Moreover, for ad hoc networks whose routing 
is based on IP addresses, variations in such addresses will cause 
route recalculations. Therefore, the handling of IP address 
variations will become more complex, particularly when a 
compressed IP flow needs to be established.  

For a resolution of such problems, IDHOCNET uses flat 
identifiers instead of temporary IP addresses to avoid the need for 
an IP address auto-configuration scheme. To support IP-address 
based services, the framework supports a private address map, 
which is managed locally at the node. Therefore, ensuring the 
network wide uniqueness of the IP addresses is not required. 
Because an auto-configuration is not required in the proposed 
framework, a considerable amount of network overhead is saved.  

2. Multi-hops in Ad Hoc Networks 

In the ROHC protocol, compressor and decompressor 
objects need to maintain bits of information, known as contexts, 
to conduct their intended operations. As shown in Fig. 3, to 
accomplish a two-way header compressed flow, four contexts 
between nodes A and B are required. 

A large number of practical implementations for single-hop 
or point-to-point scenarios have been described in the literature 
[11]–[15]. Such a scheme in its present form will not work 
under a multi-hop wireless ad hoc networking environment. In 
order to support ROHC in a multi-hop case, a new set of 
contexts will need to be established in each link because the 

 

Fig. 3. Number of contexts required in multi-hop network settings.
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routing is based on IP headers [16]. One adaptation for single-
hop based header compression is to conduct the compression 
and decompression operations at every intermediate hop. 
However, each node will suffer from processing overhead, that 
is, to forward a packet, the node will need to decompress the 
packet to find the IP address. The total number of contexts 
required for N nodes to accomplish both the sending and 
receiving of data is 4(N – 1). Figure 3 shows the required 
number of contexts for two, three, and four nodes, which are 
four, eight, and 12, respectively. Moreover, if an IP address 
auto configuration service is in place, IP address variations will 
then require a re-establishment of the contexts. This will again 
cause problems, particularly for a long path.  

A proposal for a MANET header compression scheme  with 
a smaller number of contexts was proposed in [17]. This scheme 
is known as MANET IP Header Compression (MIPHC). 
MIPHC sets shared contexts in every node similar to the timers, 
which are configured in the routers. The compression is 
performed between the two nodes and decompression is 
achieved on the basis of the already shared contexts. The scheme 
only offers IP header compression, whereas RTP and UDP 
headers are not supported. Another variation in the proposed 
scheme is offered for tactical MANETs, in which node-to-node 
compression is based on MIPHC, and end-to-end compression is 
achieved through composite header compression using MIPHC/ 
ROHC. However, because the scheme is based on the IP-centric 
model, it will suffer owing to IP address variations if there are 
any IP address conflicts.    

IDHOCNET does not require hop-by-hop maintenance of a 
context. To provide a compressed flow, only four end-to-end 
contexts need to be maintained. The intermediate forwarding is 
conducted on the basis of the identifiers, and the compression 
is conducted on privately maintained IP addresses.  

3. Routing by Identifiers and Labels 

There are ad hoc network settings in which routing is not 
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carried out by IP addresses. Such networks use flat labels or 
identifiers such as MAC addresses. An example of such setting 
is 802.11s [18] based ad hoc networks, which implement 
Layer 2 routing, and where packet forwarding is carried out by 
MAC addresses. However, owing to the dependency on an IP-
based protocol stack for running IP applications, there is still a 
requirement of unique network-wide IP addresses. Therefore, 
such networks also require the provisioning of IP address auto-
configuration services such as in [19]. Therefore, when an IP 
address auto-configuration service is applied in such scenarios, 
the header compression service will suffer in the same way as 
in the case of IP-based routing. 

III. Header Compression Support Components 

1. Identifiers of IDHOCNET 

IDHOCNET uses flat identifiers instead of IP addresses.  
The identifiers are used for node identification and route 
establishment purposes. Different types of identifiers can be 
used in IDHOCNET, which include 48-bit MAC, 64-bit MAC, 
IMEI, IMSI, Mobile Subscription Identification Number, 
mobile numbers, telephone numbers, or national identity 
numbers. A MAC address may be translated into its equivalent 
numerical value, as shown in Fig. 4.   

When globally unique identifiers are used, there is no 
requirement to run an IP address auto-configuration service. 
Moreover, the use of identifiers is friendlier than IP addresses. 
Identifiers such as mobile and telephone numbers are already 
being used in telecommunications and are easy to remember. A 
similar approach is employed in the proposed framework. 

2. Protocol Stack  

IDHOCNET uses an identity layer instead of an IP layer. 

 

Fig. 4. Translation of MAC address to a phone-like identifier.
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Fig. 5. Protocol stack of IDHOCNET and IP-based network. 
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The purpose of an identity layer is node identification and 
packet routing. IDHOCNET uses a 4-byte pseudo 802.11 
header. These 4 bytes are comprised of 2 bytes of a frame 
control field and 2 bytes of a duration field. Inclusion of the 
pseudo 802.11 header fulfills the requirement of a Wi-Fi driver, 
which considers it a valid 802.11 frame for transmission. 
Application-based data are placed after the identity layer. There 
are two types of applications that can be used in IDHOCNET: 
IP-based applications and ID-based applications. ID-based 
applications do not use a TCP/IP protocol stack, and the 
implementation logic is based on identifiers. Moreover, 
IDHOCNET can also transport header compressed application 
data when schemes such as ROHC are used. Figure 5 shows a 
comparison between IDHOCNET and IP-based networks. 

3. Frame Structures 

IDHOCNET uses various frames to accomplish an 
exchange of data between peers. Figure 6 shows the presently 
available frames in IDHOCNET. The general format of a 
frame is to first add the radiotap header, which is the de facto 
standard for the 802.11 frame injection and reception [20]. 
The radiotap header provides information from the user  
space applications to the Wi-Fi driver to supply additional 
information regarding the frames being transmitted. Similarly, 
when a frame is received at an interface, a radiotap header is 
included by the driver, which conveys information regarding 
the captured frame to the user space program. It is pertinent to 
mention that the radiotap headers are not transmitted through 
the air interface. After the radiotap header, a 4-byte pseudo 
802.11 header is included. Next, a 2-byte protocol type   
field is added. The framework supports ID-based and 
contemporary IP-based protocols. After the protocol type, an 
identity-based frame structure is added. After the identity 
structure, another data field, as per the frame type, is added. 
Figure 6(a) shows the route request (RREQ) frame, whereas  

 

 

Fig. 6. Frame types of IDHOCNET. 
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Fig. 6(b) shows the route reply (RREP) frame. After the path 
has been established, data frames of type A or B, as shown  
in Figs. 6(c) or 6(d), can be used. Type A contains four 
identifiers: the source identifier ID1; destination identifier ID2; 
intermediate source identifier ID3, which forwards the packet; 
and lastly, the identifier ID4, which is the intermediate 
destination point prior to the destination end point that 
receives the packet. Type B exploits a case in which there is 
no requirement to transmit the intermediate source identifier 
ID3 so that additional bytes can be saved in a type B frame. 

4. Supporting Socket Interfaces 

IDHOCNET implementation uses a number of system 
socket interfaces, as shown in Fig. 7. The following types of 
interfaces are used for achieving various functions: 
1) Net link sockets [21] are used for capturing IP packets and 

bringing them to the IDHOCNET system for a header 
compression operation. 

2) Raw IP sockets [22] are used for injecting the received IP 
packets to the active IP application after decompression. 

3) Packet sockets [23] are used for injecting packets to a Wi-Fi 
interface in monitor mode [24] for transmission. Similarly, 
the sockets are also used for the reception of wireless 
packets. 

4) The local namespace socket [25] is used for establishing  
the inter process communication (IPC) between the 
IDHOCNET core and ID-based application. An ID-based 
application is used for initiating communication messages 
such as an RREQ. An ID-based model can also be used for 
developing applications, which are IP stack independent. 

5) A normal TCP/UDP socket [26] is initialized upon running 
a regular IP-based application. IDHOCNET injects the 
decompressed IP packet using a raw socket, which is 
captured by the active TCP/UDP socket. In a similar way, 
whenever the TCP/UDP socket sends an IP packet to the 
interface, the Netlink sockets capture the packet and bring it 
to IDHOCNET for header compression. 

To efficiently use the data received from various socket 
interfaces, IDHOCNET is implemented as a multithreaded 
application. Threading has been implemented using the 
Pthreads (POSIX threads) library [28]. As shown in Fig. 8, 
there are three threads for carrying out various functions, which 
include the following: 
1) The main thread is used for receiving the Wi-Fi packets 

through packet sockets captured by the Wi-Fi monitor mode 
interface (monIf), as shown in Fig. 9. 

2) The IDHOCNET core thread is used for receiving ID-based 
application data through the local namespace socket. 

3) A netfilter thread is used for receiving IP packets. The  
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Fig. 8. Threads for socket interfaces. 
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received packet header will be compressed using ROHC. 

5. Private IP Addresses, Netfilter, and Network Table 

To support contemporary IP-based applications, each node 
initializes a software defined tap interface [29]. The IP address 
of the main tap interface (for example, VNIC) acts as the 
source IP address for all outgoing IP packets. Whenever a  
node establishes a contact with a peer, the IDHOCNET core 
initializes an alias networking interface and assigns it an IP 
address. Each main tap interface and alias network interface 
pair acts as a point-to-point network link. Thus, a logical 
Ethernet network, as shown in Fig. 9, is available at each node 
for IP application provisioning. Such implementation of private 
addresses is also beneficial for ensuring IP address uniqueness, 
and therefore an address auto-configuration service is not 
required. As shown in Fig. 10, an ID-based networking 
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Fig. 9. Logical and real network interfaces of IDHOCNET node.  
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architecture has a netfilter hook mechanism implemented using 
an iptable firewall application [30], which captures the 
outgoing traffic of each private IP address whenever the user 
runs an IP application. To bring the IP packets to the user space 
for processing by the IDHOCNET core, libnetfilter_queue and 
libnfnetlink are used. For all outgoing traffic, the source IP 
address remains the same, which is the main IP address of the 
VNIC peer, whereas the destination IP address varies for each 
target user. The outgoing IP-based data are captured by the 
IDHOCNET core, and after adding the ID-based header the 
packet is compressed and routed to the destination end point. 

A private IP address is mapped with the identifiers of the 
remote node. This mapping is available in a memory-based 
structure, which is known as a network table, as shown in   
Fig. 10. During the course of an ID-based path establishment 
between nodes, the destination and next hop node mapping is 
kept in all intermediate nodes. 

Moreover, another mapping of a private IP address and the 

Initailization of the ROHC Compressor
Class Method: ROHCProcessor::initializeCompressor();
Library function: struct rohc_comp* rohc_alloc_compressor(int max_cid, int 
jam_use, int adpat_size,int encap_size);
Usage: this->compressor=rohc_alloc_compressor(15,0,0,0);

Setting up of Compression Profile
Class Method: ROHCProcessor::setCompressionProfile  (int Profile_ID);
Library Function: void rohc_activate_profile(struct rohc_comp *comp,int profile);
Usage: rohc_acivate_profile(this->compressor,ROHC_PROFILE_RTP);
             rohc_acivate_profile(this->compressor,ROHC_PROFILE_UDP);
             rohc_acivate_profile(this->compressor,ROHC_PROFILE_IP);

Compress the Packet
Class Method: int Comp::compressPacket(unsigned char* originalPacket, 
unsigned char* rohc_packet,int originalPacketLength);
Library Function: int rohc_compress (struct rohc_comp *comp, unsigned char 
*ibuf, int isize, unsigned char *obuf, int osize)
Usage: int rohcPacketLength = rohc_compress(this->compressor,
             orignalPacket, orignalPacketLength,rohcPacket,BUFFER_SIZE);

Fig. 11. ROHC compressor usage and library functions.  
 
node ID is also kept in the host configuration file. The benefit 
of keeping the mapping in this file is that it allows an IP-based 
application to run as an ID-based application. More details of 
this are discussed in Sections IV and V.  

6. Compression System 

The compressor is implemented as a C++ object. Various 
ROHC library functions and their application usage are shown 
in Fig. 11. The lifecycle of a compressor involves the following 
steps: 
1) In the first step, the compression object is instantiated. For 

the successful creation of a compressor, the context 
structure and an associated context identifier (CID) are also 
reserved. 

2) After the initialization of the compressor, the desired 
profiles are activated. 

3) Whenever an IP packet is captured by the netfilter system, 
the packet is passed to the compressor system. For a 
successful compression, the packet is transmitted to the 
destination node. 

A compressor, shown in Fig. 12, can be regarded as a finite 
state machine (FSM), which transits between three states of 
operation, namely, initialization and refresh (IR), first order 
(FO), and second order (SO). A compressor always starts in an 
IR state in which it sends a full header and its context 
information to the decompressor. After sending a number of 
packets in an IR state, the compressor transits to an FO state. 
Similarly, the compressor transits to an SO state after sending a 
number of packets in an FO state. For this implementation, we 
use U-mode of ROHC, in which there is no feedback 
mechanism from the decompressor to the compressor. In U-
mode operation, the compressor optimistically transits to a 
higher state. However, it periodically transits to a lower state to 
ensure the context synchronization between the compressor 
and decompressor. 
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Fig. 12. ROHC compressor as a finite state machine. 
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7. Decompression System 

A decompressor is also implemented as a C++ object. 
Various ROHC library functions and their application usage are 
shown in Fig. 13.  
1) In the first step, the decompressor object is instantiated. 
2) Next, whenever a compressed packet is captured by a packet 

socket, it is passed to the decompressor for decompression. 
A decompressor, shown in Fig. 14, is an FSM. A 

decompressor always starts in a no context (NO) state because 
it initially does not have context information. Upon reception 
of IR packets from a compressor, a decompressor may transit 
to a full context (FC) state because it has received both static 
and dynamic header information necessary to establish the 
context. For the error conditions, a decompressor first transits 
to a lower state of static context (SC). In an SC state, a 
decompressor tries to decompress the received packets and 
transit to the FC state. For a failure or error conditions, a 
decompressor transits back to an NC state. After reaching an 
NC state, a decompressor must receive IR packets from a 
compressor to restore its context value. 

IV. Communication Establishment between Peers 

It is necessary to establish a path or route before any 
information can flow between the peers. The proposed design 
supports both reactive and proactive approaches to establish a 
path between peers. To establish an ID-based path between 
peers, the present approach is based on a reactive methodology. 
Whenever there is a need to send application data to a peer 
whose ID is known, an RREQ is initiated by the IDHOCNET 
core. As shown in Fig. 15, there are four nodes: A with 
identifier 123, B with identifier 124, C with identifier 125, and 
D with identifier 126. Suppose that node A wants to send data 
to D. Node A initiates an RREQ for D. When the RREQ 
packet reaches Node B, a reverse path for A is initialized in the 
network table. Node B further relays the RREQ, and when the 
packet reaches Node C, a reverse path is initialized for A.   

Initailization of the ROHC Decompressor
Class Method: Decomp::initializeDecompressor();
Library function: struct rohc_decomp* rohc_alloc_decompressor(struct 
rohc_comp *comp);
Usage: this->decompressor = rohc_alloc_decompressor(NULL);

Decompress the Packet
Class Method: int ROHC::decompressPacket(unsigned char* originalPacket, 
unsigned char* rohc_packet,int originalPacketLength);
Library Function: int rohc_decompress (struct rohc_decomp *decomp, 
unsigned char *ibuf, int isize, unsigned char *obuf, int osize); 
Usage: int orignalPacketLength = 
rohc_decompress(this->decompressor,rohcPacket,rohcPacketLength,
 orignalPacket,BUFFER_SIZE);

Fig. 13. ROHC decompressor usage and library functions.  
 

 

Fig. 14. ROHC decompressor as an FSM. 
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Lastly, when the packet reaches destination node D, a number 
of actions take place. These include the initialization of a 
private IP address for node A, which is referred to as A(D); an 
iptable rule added in the protocol stack for diverting the traffic 
to the IDHOCNET framework; the addition of a private IP and 
ID mapping in the host configuration file; and initialization of 
the ROHC compressor and decompressor for the IP-based 
flow between A and D nodes. After reception of the RREQ at 
D, Node D generates an RREP packet and transmits it toward 
Node A. During the traversal of the RREP packet, path entries 
to reach node D are initialized in the network tables, as shown 
at points 4, 5, and 6. When the RREP packet finally reaches 
node A, a number of actions take place. These include 
initialization of a private IP address for node D, which is 
referred to as D(A), an iptable rule added to the protocol stack 
for diverting the traffic to the IDHOCNET; the addition of an 
IP mapping versus ID mapping in the host configuration file, 
and initialization of the ROHC compressor and decompressor 
for an IP-based flow between nodes A and D. Now, nodes A 
and D are ready to exchange a header compressed flow, which 
is guided by the identifiers establishing a path between them. 

V. Compression System Process Flow 

Once the path has been established between peers, IP-based 
application data such as VoIP can be exchanged. Owing to the 
IP binding and node ID binding in the host configuration file, 
all IP-based applications can be executed using the remote 
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Fig. 15. Communication establishment process flow. 
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Fig. 16. Process flow for compression and decompression at a host.
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identifier of the peer. This provides a much better user 
experience in comparison to the use of IP addresses. As an 
example, a ping for node D can be executed at node A by 
issuing ping 126 instead of ping 10.0.0.2. The conversion from 
ID to IP is performed using a gethostbyname() call [31], which 
is carried out once at the start of the application execution. 
Figure 16 illustrates the process flow of the incoming and 
outgoing packets, whereas Fig. 17 shows the packet flow of the 
same scenario. In step 1, an IP packet is generated by the 
application. In step 2, the packet is acquired by the respective 
TCP/UDP socket. In step 3, the packet is captured from the 
protocol stack owing to the already inserted iptable rule for the 
outgoing packet. In step 4, a network table is referenced to find 
the next hop identifier where the packet will be sent for onward 
routing to its destination. In step 5, the packet is compressed 
using the ROHC compressor. In step 6, the packet moves to the 

packet socket system, and a radiotap header and protocol type 
are added. In step 7, the packet socket system injects the packet 
to the device driver. In step 8, the packet is transmitted through 
the Wi-Fi interface into the air. The transmitted packet is routed 
through an intermediate node and received at the Wi-Fi 
interface of node D in step 1. The driver at this stage adds a 
radiotap header. The packet is then captured by the packet 
socket in step 2, and the wireless and radiotap headers are 
removed at this stage. In step 3, a network table is referenced to 
check whether the packet is destined for the node or the next 
hop is known. If the packet is destined for the node, then the 
packet is further progressed for ROHC decompression. In step 
5, the private IP address binding for the received packet is 
acquired and made compatible to the node. In step 6, the packet 
is injected in the protocol stack. In step 7, the packet is received 
by the TCP/UDP socket associated with the application. In step 
8, the active IP application acquires the packet. 

VI. Experiments and Evaluations 

1. Protocol Overhead Comparison 

The overhead for forwarding an IP packet of a 30-byte 
payload was measured using the Wireshark tool [32] in a 
number of scenarios. These scenarios include IDHOCNET 
without the application of ROHC, 802.11s [18], and OLSR 
[33]. It was observed that the highest packet size was for link 
layer forwarding. The sizes of the network layer and type A 
based IDHOCNET (8-byte identifier size) without header 
compression are the same. Type-B based forwarding saves 
another 8 bytes. As illustrated in the above paragraphs, in 
which IP addresses are resolved after reception of the packet at 
a node and are a part of a private address map, it is therefore 
also possible to not send the source and destination IP 
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Fig. 17. Packet flow showing ROHC compression and decompression at a host. 
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Table 1. Break up of byte structure size of different protocols 

Type MAC IP Payload Total 

Link layer (802.11s) 50 20 30 100 

IP layer (OLSR) 38 20 30 88 

Type A (IDHOCNET) 38 20 30 88 

Type B (IDHOCNET) 30 20 30 80 

Type A (No src, des IP) 38 12 30 80 

Type B (No src, des IP) 30 12 30 72 

 

 
addresses. This can save another 8 bytes in the case of type-A 
and -B based forwarding approaches. It can be seen that, even 
without any compression, the data-forwarding overhead of 
IDHOCNET is less than the link layer and network layer 
forwarding approaches of IP-centric networking. Table 1 
shows the breakup of the byte structure. 

2. Performance Comparison of a Streaming Service 

To validate the multi-hop scenario, we used laptops with up 
to a five-hop configuration, as shown in Fig. 18. Ubuntu 12.04 
LTS [34] was used as the operating system. To ensure a similar 
protocol stack in all machines, Remastersys [35] was used to 
install an image of the same operating system. Each image  

 

Fig. 18. Multi-hop testing scenarios for evaluation. 
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supported IDHOCNET, OLSR, and 802.11s. The MAC 
address converted into its numeric equivalent was used as the 
identifier for path establishment and data forwarding. 

A sample run of the ROHC compressor in unidirectional 
mode is shown in Fig. 19. At the start of the compressor, it can 
be seen that large size of the packets is due to the additional 
context information sent by the ROHC compressor to the other 
communication end point. 

A RTP/UDP/IP stream was generated using the rtpsend            
tool [36]. Constant bit rate traffic complying with an AMR 
codec rate of 12.2 kbps was generated. The sampling rate of 
the AMR codec is 20 ms with a 31-byte RTP payload. As  
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Fig. 19. Context establishment packet capture. 
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Fig. 20. Packet size under different forwarding scenarios. 
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Fig. 21. Packet loss ratio comparison. 
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shown in Fig. 20, the packet size after ROHC compression is 
the smallest for the IDHOCNET cases. Type B saves more 
bytes than Type A because it uses one fewer identifier than 
Type A. In each multi-hop configuration, all forwarding types 
including OLSR, 802.11s and IDHOCNET were considered. 
Wireshark was used for data collection, and 5,000 packets were 
collected in each setting for the packet loss ratio calculations. 
As shown in Fig. 21, IDHOCNET- and OLSR-based 
forwarding mechanisms have almost a similar performance for  

 

Fig. 22. Data collection statistics for 3-min interval. 
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each configuration, whereas 802.11s has a higher packet loss 
ratio for all configuration settings. 

To collectively illustrate the number of bytes saved, Fig. 22 
shows the data collected during snapshots of 1 min, 2 min, and 
3 min in length. It is clear that the implemented multi-hop 
ROHC solution in IDHOCNET saves a considerable amount 
of bytes compared to that of OLSR and 802.11s-based 
forwarding types. 

VII. Conclusion 

A multi-hop Robust Header Compression (ROHC) solution 
was implemented for a multi-hop wireless ad hoc network. 
The scheme is supported through a novel framework, that is, an 
identifier-based ad hoc network (IDHOCNET). A comparison 
of the header compression requirements in IP-based networks 
is available in Table 2. There are no IP address variations in the 
proposed scheme, which ensures better management of the 
header compression. The implemented scheme requires only 
four contexts that need to be established by the nodes running 
an IP-based service, and no contexts are required in the 
intermediate nodes. This feature makes the proposed header 
compression scheme scalable. Because a packet is forwarded 
based on the next hop identifier and not the IP address, there is 
no need to decompress the packet to find the next hop IP 
address. This feature saves IP header compression and 
decompression processing overhead for all intermediate nodes.  

In the present scenario, we tested the (U-mode of ROHC. O-
mode and R-mode are more reliable owing to the presence of 
feedback. In the future, we will investigate O-mode and R-
mode implementation. At present, IDHOCNET and its 
associated ROHC support have been implemented as a user 
space program, and future work includes the implementation 
of a kernel module of the proposed framework. Moreover, we 
will further explore the security aspects of ROHC. 
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Table 2. Comparison of header compression requirements between IP-centric model and IDHOCNET. 

Requirement Existing Ad hoc schemes Proposed scheme Merit over IP based networks 

End point identification Uses IP addresses as identifiers.  
Supports identifiers such as global 
telephone numbers and MAC addresses.

Identifiers such as telephone and mobile 
phone numbers can be used.  

Name resolution 
For naming support, requires naming and 
name resolution services for 
identification support [37]. 

Uses identifiers (IDs) for end point 
identification, no need for resolution 
requirement throughout network. 

No overhead for name resolution, thus 
saving network bandwidth. 

IP address       
auto-configuration 

These schemes require an IP address 
auto-configuration service to run in an ad 
hoc network [9].  

Uses private address map for resolving IP 
address auto-configuration. The proposed 
scheme does not suffer from IP address 
conflicts. 

No requirement to run an IP address 
auto-configuration scheme, thus saving 
network bandwidth.  

Uniformity 

Different schemes for IP address auto-
configuration assume different roles by 
different nodes such as a root node, group 
leader, or proxy node. 

All nodes have a similar role in the 
architecture. All nodes are truly peers. 

Provides design simplification owing to a 
similar role.  

Multi-hop header 
compression 

Simulation studies were conducted for 
multi-hop ROHC in ad hoc contexts. 
However, a practical multi-hop ROHC 
implementation does not exist [16]. 

Implements a multi-hop ROHC scheme.
Supports a practical multi-hop ROHC 
scheme, which saves a considerable 
amount of network bandwidth.  

Number of ROHC 
contexts 

Required 4(N-1) number of contexts to 
be maintained, that is, O(N) scalability 
exists [16]. 

Requires only four contexts. O(1) 
contexts make it scalable. 

Fewer number of contexts required  

IP address variations 
IP address variation occurs owing to 
conflicts [9].  

No IP address variation occurs in the 
scheme.  

Saves bandwidth and complexity 
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